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Abstract—The main focus of this paper is a method for real-
time optimization of the gear shift trajectories for electric vehicles
(EVs) with dual clutch transmissions. First, a driveline model
was arranged for each gear shift process. The states in each
gear shift process can be predicted through these models. An
objective function is composed of a frequency-shaped jerk to
minimize the shift shock and take into account the bandwidth
limit of the lower-level controller. Equality constraints are defined
for smooth model changes during the gear shift processes.
Moreover, the conditions needed to reflect the driver’s pedal input
(which can be changed in real-time) is composed of an equality
constraint. In addition, inequality constraints are constructed to
limit the maximum value of the torque, torque rate, and jerk
during gear shift processes. Finally, the problem is formulated in
quadratic programming (QP) form. The gear shift trajectories
and feedforward inputs are generated by obtaining an optimal
solution through the QP solver. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is verified through testbench experiments.

Index Terms—Gear shift trajectory planning, Real-time op-
timization, Feedforward input, Quadratic programming, Dual
clutch transmission, Electric vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE automobile industry has been dominated chiefly by
internal combustion (IC) engine vehicles. However, as

fuel efficiency and carbon emission regulations have tightened
globally in recent years, demand for energy-efficient hybrid
and electric vehicles has rapidly increased. The automobile
industry is entering a new phase. In the future, the proportion
of hybrid and electric vehicles in the automobile market is
expected to increase [1]. Furthermore, there is a forecast that
EVs no longer need a transmission. Until now, most EVs
using a reducer have been released, and Porsche’s taycan
and Audi’s e-Tron GT are the only EVs equipped with a
two-speed transmission. Since both vehicles are sports cars,
they are equipped with transmissions designed to achieve
high torque performance at low speeds rather than focusing
on the vehicle’s energy efficiency. However, the EV with
a reducer is insufficient to satisfy the tightened regulations,
and transmission is needed to increase energy efficiency and
maximize the performance of the motor [2]–[4]. Specifically,
[5] and [6] claim that transmission in an EV will increase
the energy efficiency in various driving cycles by operating
the motor for a long time in a high energy efficiency section.
Transmission with a small number of stages is required to
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increase energy efficiency and maximize the performance
and durability of the motor in EVs [5], [6]. Therefore, the
demand for dual clutch transmissions (DCTs), which have no
torque interruption during gear shifting and have high energy
transmission efficiency, in EV is expected to continue.

Gear shift control is essential for vehicles with a trans-
mission. The most critical point in the gear shift control is
eliminating shift shock to improve the driver’s ride quality. In
particular, unlike an automatic transmission (AT), a DCT does
not have a torque converter that absorbs the shift shock [7].
Thus, a more precise gear shift control is required in the DCT.

Many types of research have been conducted on gear shift
control. In [8], gear shift control was classified into two phases
(torque phase and inertia phase). The gear shift was performed
by creating shift trajectories for each phase and tracking them.
Various trajectory tracking controllers were proposed in [9]
and [10]. On the other hand, standardized trajectories were
used in the gear shift process [9]–[11]. However, quantitative
analysis for the trajectories was not performed at all. To
change the standardized trajectory shape, the output shaft
torque trajectory (which can be changed according to the gear
shift time) was used in [12]. In [13], a polynomial trajectory
was introduced. Various shapes of the trajectory could be
implemented according to their order. However, there was
the limitation that the trajectory of [12] and [13] were not
analyzed through the driveline model. Meanwhile, conditions
for reducing lockup oscillation were introduced through model
analysis in [14]. Furthermore, many types of research were
conducted to optimize the gear shift control using a model.
In [15], the gear shift control was performed to minimize jerk
in the inertia phase. In [16], a control allocation method was
proposed to distribute the input values optimally during the
gear shift process. In [17] and [18], an objective function was
constructed using the weighted sum of various physical quan-
tities such as slip, friction work, and differential values of the
clutch torque. Gear shift control was achieved through a linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) control method using the objective
function. However, this has the disadvantage that it cannot
accommodate the limit of the hardware input. Thus, gear shift
control methods applying a model predictive control (MPC)
technique were proposed in [19] and [20] to overcome these
limitations. However, because [19] and [20] only dealt with
control in the inertia phase, they could not treat the situation
when the phase changes. In [21], an optimization problem
was studied that considers the model change for all gear shift
processes, and gear shift trajectories were created through
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nonlinear programming. Due to the limitations of nonlinear
programming, real-time application of the algorithm is not
possible, and it cannot cope with various initial conditions
and situations of gear shifting.

In this paper, first, a real-time optimization algorithm of
the gear shift trajectory is proposed for parallel hybrid and
electric vehicles that can cope with a variety of situations.
Frequency-shaped jerk is used as the objective function to
reduce the shift shock and consdier the lower-level controller
bandwidth. Additionally, constraints are proposed to consider
the smooth model changes in each gear shift process and limits
of the motor and clutch torques. For real-time optimization, all
models and constraints are linear form, and the optimization
problem can be constructed as a QP form. Thus, the solutions
can be found using a QP solver. The gear shift trajectories
are generated using the optimal solutions. From this process,
the motor’s fast and precise torque control performance can
be actively utilized for entire gear shift control through pre-
diction and optimization. Second, the driver’s pedal input
is considered an equality constraint when constructing the
optimization problem. The driver can input the desired torque
command to the vehicle through the pedal. The driver’s pedal
input may change in real-time according to vehicle status,
traffic conditions, and driver characteristics. The vehicle’s
acceleration cannot be controlled directly according to the
driver’s pedal input during the gear shift process, because there
are other targets to control. However, if the endpoint of the
gear shift trajectory is designed considering the driver’s pedal
input, the driver can achieve drivability immediately after gear
shifting. This is another advantage of optimizing the gear shift
trajectory in real-time.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
control-oriented model of the driveline and explains the gear
shift process and trajectory. In addition, the model is arranged
in the state-space form according to the gear shift phases,
which is used for the trajectory optimization in Section 3.
Section 3 proceeds with state prediction using the model. After
that, an objective function, equality constraints, and inequality
constraints are constructed to generate gear shift trajectories.
The optimization problem is transformed into QP form, and
an optimal solution is obtained using a QP solver. Finally,
gear shift trajectories are generated using the optimal solution.
Section 4 provides verification of the performance of the real-
time optimization algorithm through testbench experiments.
Section 5 consists of a conclusion that summarizes the contents
of this paper.

II. DRIVELINE MODEL AND GEAR SHIFT PROCESS

Section 2 briefly describes the control-oriented model and
the gear shift process. First, a general control-oriented model
of the driveline is introduced. Then, explanations about each
gear shift process and general gear shift trajectories are in-
troduced. After that, the control-oriented model is arranged
in a state-space form according to each gear shift phase. The
arranged model is used in the optimization algorithm for the
gear shift trajectory.
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Fig. 1: Control-oriented model of the driveline

A. Control-oriented model

Fig. 1 shows a control-oriented model of the driveline. It
consists of a low-order model and expresses the driveline’s
transmission efficiency. A detailed description of how the
model was configured is in [22]. In this paper, the dynamic
equations for Fig. 1 are briefly introduced.

In Fig. 1, the torque balance equation of the motor and the
clutch is as follows.

Tm − Tc1 − Tc2 = Jmω̇m (1)

Tc1 =

 Tm − Jmω̇m − Tc2 (Engaged)
µk,c1rc1Nc1Fc1 (Slipping)

0 (Disengaged)
(2)

Tc2 =

 Tm − Jmω̇m − Tc1 (Engaged)
µk,c2rc2Nc2Fc2 (Slipping)

0 (Disengaged)
(3)

where Tm, Tc1, Tc2, Jm, and ωm are motor torque, clutch 1
torque, clutch 2 torque, lumped inertia from the motor to the
clutch, and motor speed. The terms µk, r, N , and F represent
the dynamic friction coefficient of the clutch, effective radius
of the clutch, the number of the clutch plate, and the clutch
actuator force. The subscript c1 and c2 mean the clutch 1 and
clutch 2. (1) shows the torque balance equation of the motor.
(2) and (3) represent the clutch 1 and 2 torque according to
the state of the clutch.

(Tc1i1 + Tc2i2) η − To = Jo,eqη
ω̇c1

i1
(4)

Ṫo = co,eq

(
ω̇c1

i1
− ω̇w

)
+ ko,eq

(
ωc1

i1
− ωw

)
(5)

To − Tv = Jvω̇w (6)

where To, Tv , ωc1, ωw, i1, i2, iv , and Jv are output shaft
torque, external resistance torque, speed of the clutch 1, speed
of the wheel, the gear ratio of first gear, the gear ratio of second
gear, the gear ratio of the virtual gear, and lumped vehicle
inertia. The value of iv is 1, and the gear is a virtual gear
representing the driveline’s lumped transmission efficiency.
Here, η means the energy transmission efficiency of the virtual
gear. η is used to express the transmission loss in the actual
driveline. The terms Jo,eq , ko,eq , and co,eq are the lumped
inertia from the clutch to the output shaft, equivalent torsional
stiffness, and equivalent torsional damping coefficient. (4)
shows the torque balance equation with driveline transmission
efficiency. (5) is the compliance model of the output shaft
and (6) is the dynamics of the wheel and vehicle inertia.
(5) is constructed to represent the resonance frequency of the
driveline.
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Fig. 2: Gear shift trajectories: (a) Speed trajectories of each driveline compo-
nent. (b) Torque trajectories of each driveline component.

B. Gear shift process and state-space model in each gear shift
phase

The gear shift of the DCT is divided into upshift and
downshift. Since the two processes are inverted, only the
upshift is dealt with in this paper. The upshift from 1st to
2nd gear proceeds in the order: 1st gear, torque phase, inertia
phase, and 2nd gear. The torque phase represents the process
in which the power transmitted from clutch 1 is transferred
to clutch 2. Clutch 1 is entirely disengaged at the end of
the torque phase. When clutch 1 is disengaged, the inertia
phase starts. The inertia phase is the process in which the
speeds of the motor and clutch 2 are synchronized. When
the speeds of the motor and clutch 2 are synchronized, the
upshift is completed, and 2nd gear starts. Fig. 2 shows the
speed and torque trajectories for each gear shift phase [10]. In
the torque phase of Fig. 2b, the power transmitted from clutch
1 is transferred to clutch 2. In the inertia phase of Fig. 2a, the
speed of the motor and clutch 2 are synchronized. By tracking
the slip and torque trajectories shown in Fig. 2, it is possible
to play a role in each gear shift phase.

Here, the model is arranged into a state-space form for each
gear shift phase. Because the gear shift proceeds for a short
time (∼ 1s), it can be assumed that Tv is constant during the
gear shift.

Ṫv = 0 (7)

In addition, the lower-level torque controller of the motor
and the clutch 2 can be described as first order dynamics as
follows.

Ṫm = −a1Tm + a1Tm,cmd (8)

Ṫc2 = −a2Tc2 + a2Tc2,cmd (9)

where Tm,cmd and Tc2,cmd are command of the motor torque

and command of the clutch 2 torque. Here, a1 and a2 represent
the bandwidth of the motor and clutch 2 controllers. For the
testbench, it is modeled as a1 = 2π·4 and a2 = 2π·4. This may
be changed depending on the device and the characteristics of
the lower-level controller.

The filtered output shaft torque signal can also be expressed
in state-space form, (10).

ẋaux = Awxaux +BwTo

yaux = Cwxaux +DwTo

(10)

where xaux and yaux are the auxiliary state of the filter and the
output state of the filter. The terms Aw, Bw, Cw, and Dw are
the matrices when the filter is expressed in state-space form.
The input of the filter is output shaft torque in (10). A detailed
description of the above filter is given in Section 3.

The driveline model can be arranged to state-space form
according to each gear shift phase. First, the characteristics of
each phase are described as follows. In 1st gear, clutch 1 is
engaged and clutch 2 is disengaged. In the torque phase, clutch
1 is engaged and clutch 2 is slipping. In the inertia phase,
clutch 1 is disengaged and clutch 2 is slipping. In 2nd gear,
clutch 1 is disengaged and clutch 2 is engaged. Inputs for each
phase are set to Ṫm,cmd and Ṫc2,cmd. In addition, 1st and 2nd
gear models are used only for prediction without additional
inputs. The model can be arranged as (11) considering the
above contents. The detailed descriptions of A1, ATP , AIP ,
A2, BTP , and BIP in (11) are summarized in the Appendix.

(11) can be discretized using the zero-order hold equivalent
method. The sampling time of discretization (Ts) is 0.01s. The
equation is as follows.

x (k + 1) = Āphase,dx (k) + B̄phase,du (k) (12)

where the subscript d indicates a discrete system. The subscript
phase is replaced by 1st, TP , IP , 2nd according to each gear
shift phase. The terms Ā1,d, ĀTP,d, ĀIP,d, Ā2,d, B̄TP,d, and
B̄IP,d are discretized matrix of Ā1, ĀTP , ĀIP , Ā2, B̄TP , and
B̄IP . (12) is used to generate gear shift trajectories in Section
3.

III. REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION OF THE GEAR SHIFT
TRAJECTORIES

In this section, a real-time optimization algorithm is pro-
posed to generate the gear shift trajectory using the model.
Since the model must be switched according to the gear shift
phase, the conditions must be satisfied for smooth model
switching. Therefore, a prediction for the entire gear shift
phase should be required to use the above conditions. As
the prediction horizon increases, the size of the optimization
problem increases. From this, the amount of computation
needed to solve optimization problems also increases. To
satisfy the computational time, the sampling time of the
trajectory optimization algorithm (Ts1) was set to 100ms.

A. Overview of a trajectory optimization algorithm

Fig. 3 shows the optimization problem for the gear shift
trajectory when the shift flag is entered. Fig. 3 represents
the predicted trajectory of the state over time. The initial
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ẋ = Ā1x =

[
A1 0

BwC3 Aw

]
x, yaux = C̄1x =

[
DwC3 Cw

]
x (1st gear)
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[
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]
x+

[
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0

]
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[
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]
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[
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[
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[
A2 0
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[
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]
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where x =
(

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

... xaux

)T
=
(

ωm − ωc2
ωc2

i2
− ωw To Tm Tm,cmd Tc2 Tc2,cmd Tv

... xaux

)T
u =

(
u1 u2

)T
=
(
Ṫm,cmd Ṫc2,cmd

)T
, C3 =

[
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

]
(11)
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Fig. 3: Predicted trajectory of the state over time.

values of the states are measured using a sensor or estimated
using a state observer [22]–[26]. Future states can be predicted
depending on the model and input values. As mentioned
above, the sampling time of the optimization algorithm (Ts1)
is 100ms. Therefore, the actual powertrain states move to a
value other than the current states for Ts1. The states prediction
after Ts1 is used with the 1st gear model to compensate for
these differences. The predicted states after Ts1 are defined
as predicted start points. After that, the optimization problem
for the gear shift trajectory is constructed by setting the
corresponding point as the starting point of the optimization
section.

The model changes four times (1st gear, torque phase,
inertia phase, and 2nd gear) during the gear shift process.
The duration of each model is defined as tpre, tTP , tIP ,
and t2nd. The meaning of the above parameters and how
to set the values are as follows. tpre means the time of
the interval to predict the state change during the sampling
time of the algorithm. Therefore, it must be set equal to
the sampling time of the optimization algorithm. In addition,
tTP and tIP mean the duration of torque phase and inertia
phase. The values of tTP and tIP depend on the physical
characteristics of the driveline. Depending on the inertia value
of the power source and vehicle, and the torque and torque
rate limits of each input, the tTP and tIP values that can
perform gear shifting are changed. tTP and tIP values must
be properly set so that the optimization problem defined in
the later section forms a feasible problem. If the values are

set too small, the problem always becomes infeasible. In this
case, the values must be increased. On the other hand, if the
values are set excessively large, the gear shift time becomes
too long, resulting in poor results. Usually, in a general sense
of the gear shift control, tTP should be set smaller than tIP .
tTP and tIP values must be set through the trial and error
method considering the above contents. Finally, since t2nd
is a value required to observe the lockup oscillation, it is
desirable to set it to a value enough to observe the oscillation
In this paper, corresponding values are set to tpre = 0.1s,
tTP = 0.3s, tIP = 0.6s, t2nd = 0.2s. Therefore, the param-
eters indicating the number of discrete steps in each phase are
Npre = tpre/Ts, NTP = tTP /Ts, NIP = tIP /Ts, N2nd =
t2nd/Ts. In addition, the upshift process always proceeds in
the order of 1st gear, torque phase, inertia phase, and 2nd gear.
Future states can be predicted using this relationship, and the
optimization problem can be constructed.

B. Optimization problem formulation

a) State prediction: Future states can be predicted using
the appropriate model for each phase [27], [28]. Prediction
from the initial step to (Npre +NTP +NIP +N2nd) th step
must be performed. It is assumed that k = 0 when the shift flag
is first entered. The initial state prediction should be defined in
the case of k = 0. However, to simplify the description of the
overall algorithm, it is better to generalize and indicate it as
a state prediction for the kth step. Therefore, the explanation
about state prediction at the 0th step proceeds, but the notation
is indicated as the kth step.

Suppose that any y satisfies the equation y (k) = C̄x (k) in
(12). If the shift flag is entered, the predicted start point can
be predicted as follows.

y (k +Npre|k) = C̄A
Npre

1,d x (k) · · · 1st gear (13)

where y (k +Npre|k) represents predicted states of the
(k +Npre) th step predicted in the kth step.

State prediction during the gear shift is possible in the same
way. Because the number of steps in the torque and inertia
phase is NTP + NIP , the input sequence is from u(0) to
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Y = F̄ x (k +Npre|k) + Φ̄U

Y =



y (k +Npre + 1|k)
y (k +Npre + 2|k)

...
y (k +Npre +N |k)

y (k +Npre +N + 1|k)
...

y (k +Npre +Nlast|k)


, F̄ =



C̄ĀTP,d

C̄Ā2
TP,d
...

C̄ĀN
TP,d

C̄ĀN+1
TP,d
...

C̄ĀN2nd

2,d ĀNIP

IP,dĀ
NTP

TP,d


, U =


u (0)
u (N)

...
u (NTP +NIP −N)



Φ̄ =



C̄B̄TP,d 0 · · · 0
C̄
(
ĀTP,d + I

)
B̄TP,d 0 · · · 0

...
... · · · 0

C̄

(
N−1∑
i=1

Āi−1
TP,d

)
B̄TP,d 0 · · · 0

C̄ĀTP,d

(
N∑
i=1

Āi−1
TP,d

)
B̄TP,d C̄B̄TP,d · · · 0

...
...

...
...

Φ̄Nlast,1 Φ̄Nlast,2 · · · Φ̄Nlast,(NTP+NIP )/N


, Nlast = NTP +NIP +N2nd

Φ̄Nlast,1 = C̄ĀN2nd

2,d ĀNIP

IP,dĀ
NTP−N
TP,d

(
N∑
i=1

Āi−1
TP,d

)
B̄TP,d, Φ̄Nlast,2 = C̄ĀN2nd

2,d ĀNIP

IP,dĀ
NTP−2N
TP,d

(
N∑
i=1

Āi−1
TP,d

)
B̄TP,d

Φ̄Nlast,(NTP+NIP )/N = C̄ĀN2nd

2,d

(
N∑
i=1

Āi−1
IP,d

)
B̄IP,d

(14)

u(NTP+NIP−1). Therefore, the total number of independent
inputs is 2 · (NTP +NIP ). As the number of input sequences
increases, the time required to solve the optimization problem
greatly increases. The number of input sequences must be
reduced to ensure real-time operation of optimization. The
following assumptions are used to reduce the number of input
sequences. For every N step, the value of each input sequence
is the same. It can be expressed as follows.

u1 (Nj) = u1 (Nj + 1) = · · · = u1 (Nj +N − 1)

u2 (Nj) = u2 (Nj + 1) = · · · = u2 (Nj +N − 1)

where (j = 0, 1, · · · , (NTP +NIP )/N − 1)

(15)

It should be noted that NTP and NIP must be set to multiples
of N .

By applying (15), the state prediction from the predicted
start point to (k +Npre +NTP +NIP +N2nd) th step is as
(14).

In addition, the derivative of state prediction can be defined
as follows.

∆y (k + i+ 1|k) = (y (k + i+ 1|k)− y (k + i|k))/Ts (16)

Similarly, the derivative of state prediction from the pre-
dicted start point to (k +Npre +NTP +NIP +N2nd) th
step is as (17). From (14) and (17), both Y and ∆Y can
be expressed as a linear combination of the predicted start
point x (k +Npre|k) and the input sequence U . By properly
setting the C̄ value, all predicted states in the form of (14)
and (17) can be used to construct objective funciton, equality
constraints, and inequality constraints.

b) Objective function: Shift shock causes discomfort to
the driver. The shift shock can be defined through a physical
quantity called a jerk, which is a derivative of the vehicle
acceleration. The vehicle acceleration is proportional to the
output shaft torque of the driveline. Therefore, jerk can be
defined through output shaft torque. In [29] and [30], it is
noted that most drivers can feel a jerk of 10m/s3 or more,
making the ride very uncomfortable. In addition, it depends on
the person, but some drivers could feel a jerk of 3− 6m/s3.
Therefore, the gear shift trajectory with a small jerk value must
be generated so that the driver cannot feel the shift shock at all.
Thus, the objective function must be constructed using ∆x3.
Additionally, the gear shift trajectory is a target value that the
lower-level controller must track. Because there is a bandwidth
limit in the lower-level controller, it is good to create the
trajectory considering its control performance. Therefore, the
gear shift trajectory is preferred as a combination of low-
frequency components.
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∆Y = ∆F̄ x (k +Npre|k) + ∆Φ̄U

∆Y =



∆y (k +Npre + 1|k)
∆y (k +Npre + 2|k)

...
∆y (k +Npre +N |k)

∆y (k +Npre +N + 1|k)
...

∆y (k +Npre +Nlast|k)


, ∆F̄ =



C̄∆ĀTP,d

C̄∆ĀTP,dĀTP,d

...
C̄∆ĀTP,dĀ

N−1
TP,d

C̄∆ĀTP,dĀ
N
TP,d

...
C̄∆Ā2,dĀ

N2nd−1
2nd,d ĀNIP

IP,dĀ
NTP

TP,d,


, U =


u (0)
u (N)

...
u (NTP +NIP −N)



Φ̄ =



C̄B̄TP,d 0 · · · 0
C̄
(
ĀTP,d + I

)
B̄TP,d 0 · · · 0

...
... · · · 0

C̄

(
N−1∑
i=1

Āi−1
TP,d

)
B̄TP,d 0 · · · 0

C̄ĀTP,d

(
N∑
i=1

Āi−1
TP,d

)
B̄TP,d C̄B̄TP,d · · · 0

...
...

...
...

Φ̄Nlast,1 Φ̄Nlast,2 · · · Φ̄Nlast,(NTP+NIP )/N


, Nlast = NTP +NIP +N2nd

∆Φ̄Nlast,1 = C̄∆Ā2,dĀ
N2nd−1
2,d ĀNIP

IP,dĀ
NTP−N
TP,d

(
N∑
i=1

Āi−1
TP,d

)
B̄TP,d

∆Φ̄Nlast,2 = C̄∆Ā2,dĀ
N2nd−1
2,d ĀNIP

IP,dĀ
NTP−2N
TP,d

(
N∑
i=1

Āi−1
TP,d

)
B̄TP,d

∆Φ̄Nlast,(NTP+NIP )/N = C̄∆Ā2,dĀ
N2nd−1
2,d

(
N∑
i=1

Āi−1
IP,d

)
B̄IP,d, ∆Ā1,d =

(
Ā1,d − I

)/
Ts, ∆ĀTP,d =

(
ĀTP,d − I

)/
Ts,

∆ĀIP,d =
(
ĀIP,d − I

)/
Ts, ∆Ā2,d =

(
Ā2,d − I

)/
Ts, ∆B̄TP,d = B̄TP,d

/
Ts, ∆B̄IP,d = B̄IP,d

/
Ts

(17)

Fig. 4 shows a high pass filter with a magnitude of 0dB
from 0 to 2Hz and 10dB from 4 to infHz. The filter is
applied to the output shaft torque value to give frequency
weighting. It acts as a penalty function in the objective
function. (10) represents the state-space form of Fig. 4.

The objective function used to minimize the shift shock and
accommodate the bandwidth limit of the lower-level controller
is as follows.

J =

NTP+NIP+N2nd∑
i=1

∆y2aux (k +Npre + i|k) (18)

∆yaux (k +Npre + i|k) means the predicted derivative of the
output shaft torque shaped in the frequency domain. It has the
same meaning as the frequency-shaped jerk in the objective
function. Frequency-shaped jerks during 2nd gear are included
in (18). These reduce the lockup oscillation that occurs after
the gear shift is complete. Since the frequency-shaped jerks
during 2nd gear are included in the objective function, the
condition to reduce lockup oscillation noted in [14] does not
need to be added as an additional constraint.

c) Equality constraints: When the model is changed, the
conditions for smooth model switching are expressed as an
equality constraint. First, when it goes from torque phase to
inertia phase, the clutch 1 must be released when the clutch

1 torque is zero. Clutch 1 toque in the torque phase can be
represented as the sum of the other states in (2). Thus, the
following constraints are constructed.

C̄Tc1x (k +Npre +NTP |k) = 0

where CTc1 =

[
0 0 Jm

(Jm+Jo,eq/i21)i1η
Jo,eq/i21

(Jm+Jo,eq/i21)

0
−(Jo,eq/i21+Jmi2/i1)

(Jm+Jo,eq/i21)
0 0

... 0

]
(19)

Second, when it goes from the inertia phase to the 2nd
gear, the slip between the motor and clutch 2 must be zero
to complete the gear shift. A corresponding condition is
necessary for model switching. Additionally, to obtain fast
drivability when 2nd gear engages, the motor torque at the
end of the inertia phase must match the driver’s desired torque
value. The above two conditions can be expressed as follows.

x1 (k +Npre +NTP +NIP |k) = 0

x4 (k +Npre +NTP +NIP |k) = g (φ (k))
(20)

where g(φ) is a function representing the desired torque value
proportional to the pedal input, and φ(k) means the driver’s
pedal input at kth step.

d) Inequality constraints: Since the driver feels the
maximum jerk, the instantaneous jerk should not exceed a
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specific value during the gear shifting process. Moreover,
even after the gear shift is completed, the jerk caused by
lockup oscillation must not exceed a specific value. Due to
the difference between the model and the plant, jerks greater
than the expected value may occur as a lockup oscillation.
For this reason, the baseline of jerk is set conservatively for
the 2nd gear period. Therefore, the inequality constraints for
instantaneous jerks are divided into two sections. They are
represented as follows.

−jerkmax ≤ ∆x3 (k +Npre + i|k) ·reff/Jv ≤ jerkmax

where (i = 1, 2, · · · , NTP +NIP )

−jerkmax,2 ≤ ∆x3 (k +Npre + i|k) ·reff/Jv ≤ jerkmax,2

where (i = NTP +NIP + 1, · · · , NTP +NIP +N2nd)
(21)

where reff , Jv , jerkmax, and jerkmax,2 are the effective
radius of the wheel, vehicle inertia, maximum jerk limit for
the torque phase and the inertia phase, and the maximum jerk
limit for the 2nd gear.

In addition, the clutch 1 and 2 torque values during the
torque phase should always be greater than zero. This can be
expressed as follows.

x7 (k +Npre + i|k) ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, · · · , NTP )

C̄Tc1x (k +Npre + i|k) ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, · · · , NTP )
(22)

To make a monotonic decreasing slip trajectory in the inertia
phase, the derivative of the slip must always be less than ε. It
can be expressed as follows.

∆x1 (k +Npre + i|k) ≤ ε (i = NTP + 1, · · · , NTP +NIP )
(23)

where ε means the maximum slope of the slip.
Finally, the motor torque during the gear shift must have a

value between the limits. The clutch torque during the inertia
phase should be greater than the lower limit. The input rate of
the motor and the clutch 2 should also have a value bewteen
the limits. These are represented as follows.

Tm,min ≤ x5 (k +Npre + i|k) ≤ Tm,max

where (i = 1, 2, · · · , NTP +NIP )

Tc2,min ≤ x7 (k +Npre + i|k)
where (i = NTP + 1, NTP + 2, · · · , NTP +NIP )[

Ṫm,min

Ṫc2,min

]
≤ u (j) ≤

[
Ṫm,max

Ṫc2,max

]
where (j = 0, N, · · · , (NTP +NIP −NIP,step)−N)[

Ṫm,min 1

Ṫc2,min 1

]
≤ u (j) ≤

[
Ṫm,max 1

Ṫc2,max 1

]
where (j = NTP +NIP −NIP,step, · · · ,

(NTP +NIP )−N)

(24)

where Tm,min, Tm,max, Tc2,min, Ṫm,min, Ṫm,max, Ṫc2,min,
and Ṫc2,max are the minimum and maximum limits of the
motor torque, the minimum limits of the clutch 2 torque,
the minimum and maximum limits of the motor torque rate,
and the minimum and maximum limits of the clutch 2 torque

rate. Ṫm,min1, Ṫm,max1, Ṫc2,min1, and Ṫc2,max1 represent the
minimum and maximum limits of the motor torque rate, and
the minimum and maximum limits of the clutch 2 torque rate
for NIP,step steps. NIP,step is the number of steps before the
end of the inertia phase, and it must be set to a multiple of
N . The reason for dividing the section is that there is always
a difference between the plant and model. Therefore, there
is a possibility that the gear shift ends earlier than expected
due to slip control errors in the actual plant. In this case,
unexpected large lockup oscillation may occur if the motor and
clutch torque do not reach the desired values. To prevent this
phenomenon, the motor and clutch 2 torque trajectories should
be reached near the desired value before NIP,step step ahead
from the end of the inertia phase. For that reason, each section
is divided in two as in (24). Ṫm,min1, Ṫm,max1, Ṫc2,min1, and
Ṫc2,max1 must be set to a lower value than Ṫm,min, Ṫm,max,
Ṫc2,min, and Ṫc2,max.

C. QP formulation

(18) is converted as follows by (17).

J = ∆Y T∆Y

= UT∆Φ̄T∆Φ̄U + 2xT (k +Npre|k)∆F̄T∆Φ̄U

+xT (k +Npre|k)∆F̄T∆F̄ x (k +Npre|k)
(25)

All equality constraints have the form
C̄x (k +Npre + i|k) = ceq (i = 1, · · · , NTP +NIP ).
Therefore, the left side of the equality constraints can
be expressed as the ith row of Y . To select the ith
row of Y , the Hi is defined as a matrix with a size of
1 × (NTP +Nip +N2nd). All elements of Hi are 0 except
for the ith column, and the value of the ith column of Hi

is 1. Then, each equality constraint satisfies the following
expression.

C̄x (k +Npre + i|k) = HiF̄ x (k +Npre|k) +HiΦ̄U = ceq

⇔ HiΦ̄U = ceq −HiF̄ x (k +Npre|k)
(26)

All inequality constraints have the form
C̄x (k +Npre + i|k) ≤ cineq1 and C̄∆x (k +Npre + i|k) ≤
cineq2 (i = 1, · · · , NTP + NIP + N2nd). Similarly, each
inequality constraint satisfies the following expression.

C̄x (k +Npre + i|k)
= HiF̄ x (k +Npre|k) +HiΦ̄U ≤ cineq1

⇔ HiΦ̄U ≤ cineq1 −HiF̄ x (k +Npre|k)
C̄∆x (k +Npre + i|k)

= Hi∆F̄ x (k +Npre|k) +Hi∆Φ̄U ≤ cineq2

⇔ Hi∆Φ̄U ≤ cineq2 −Hi∆F̄ x (k +Npre|k)

(27)

By (25), (26), and (27), the objective function, all equality
constraints, and all inequality constraints are converted to QP
form for the input sequence U . The optimization problem for
the gear shift trajectory can be rearranged to a general QP
form through the above processes. (28) shows the general QP
form.

min 1
2U

TQU + fTU

s.t. AineqU ≤ bineq, AeqU = beq, Q > 0
(28)
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In this case, the QP solver is applied to obtain an optimal
solution. In this paper, QPOASES is used as the QP solver
[31], [32].

Algorithm 1 A real-time optimization algorithm of the gear
shift trajectory

Input: x(k), u∗(k −Niter, 1 : Npre/N), φ(k).
Output: xref (k, 1 : Niter), u∗(k, 1 : Npre/N).

Initialization : set Npre, NTP , NIP , N2nd, k = 0,
Niter = 10 (Ts1/Ts), N , NIP,step, constraints.

1: if k = 0 then
2: x (k +Npre|k)← Ā

Npre

1,d x (k)
3: NTP,now ← NTP , NIP,now ← NIP

4: configure QP problem using (19)-(25), NTP,now,

and NIP,now

5: else
6: if k ≤ NTP −Niter then

7: x (k +Npre|k)← Ā
Npre

TP,dx (k) +

Npre
N∑

i=1

Ā
Npre−Ni
TP,d

·
(
ĀN−1

TP,d + · · ·+ I
)
B̄TP,du

∗ (k −Niter, i)

8: NTP,now ← NTP − k, NIP,now ← NIP

9: configure QP problem using (19)-(25), NTP,now,

and NIP,now

10: else

11: x (k +Npre|k)← Ā
Npre

IP,d x (k) +

Npre
N∑

i=1

Ā
Npre−Ni
IP,d

·
(
ĀN−1

IP,d + · · ·+ I
)
B̄IP,du

∗ (k −Niter, i)

12: NTP,now ← 0, NIP,now ← NIP − (k −NTP )
13: configure QP problem using (20), (21), (23), (24),

(25), NTP,now, and NIP,now

14: end if
15: end if
16: solve U∗ using QPOASES [31]
17: compute xref (k, 1 : Niter) using x (k +Npre|k) and

U∗.
18: update xref (k, 1 : Niter) and u∗ (k, 1 : Npre/N)
19: k ← k +Niter

D. Optimization algorithm sequence for the gear shift trajec-
tories

A real-time optimization algorithm of the gear shift trajecto-
ries is performed every 100ms. The contents noted in Section
2 and 3 show the process of constructing the optimization
problem when the shift flag is entered. As the gear shift
process progresses, the NTP , the NIP values must be changed.
The optimization problems must be constructed to account for
the change of NTP and NIP values over time. Thus, new
parameters NTP,now and NIP,now are used in the algorithm
to indicate the change of NTP and NIP values. The method of
constructing a new optimization problem over time is shown
through the algorithm 1.

The sampling time of the optimization algorithm (Ts1) is
100ms, but the sampling time of the lower-level controller (Ts)
is 10ms. To generate a gear shift trajectory with the sampling

time of Ts, the gear shift trajectory must be output in the
size of n × Niter. Here, n means the size of state vector x.
The output xref (k, 1 : Niter) are trajectories to be tracked by
the lower-level controller. In addition, u∗ (k, 1 : Npre/N) is
another output. u∗ (k, 1 : Npre/N) is used as an input value
for calculating the predicted start point of the optimization
algorithm in the next step. To match the sampling time of the
algorithm (Ts1), k is changed in the unit of Niter.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental set-up and sceario

Fig. 5: Testbench configuration.

Fig. 5 shows the actual configuration of the testbench. It
depicts the powertrain of an electric vehicle with a DCT. The
components of the testbench are as follows. The power source
is a motor. Power generated from the motor is transmitted
through a dual clutch and corresponding gear (1st or 2nd
gear). The normal forces pressing each clutch are controlled
through each linear actuator and diaphragm, and the number
of the gear stage (1st or 2nd) is determined by which clutch is
engaged. The rear parts of the testbench consist of the output
shaft, which describes the vehicle’s drive shaft, and the vehicle
inertia plate, which describes the vehicle mass. The testbench
can be described through the control-oriented model in Fig.
1. The parameter values for the control-oriented model of the
testbench are summarized in Tab. I. In addition, encoders are
installed to measure the speed of the motor and each clutch,
and wheel. In addition, torque sensors are installed behind
the motor and each clutch for verification. The sampling rate
of each sensor is 10ms. The testbench is controlled using a
microautobox2 and laptop. To solve the QP problem proposed
in Section 3, QPOASES is implemented as a QP solver.

The overall structure of the gear shift control is shown in
Fig. 6. When the shift flag is entered, the gear shift starts.
The optimization algorithm is performed to generate gear shift
trajectories using the initial states and the driver’s pedal input.
Because the torque sensor is not installed in the production

TABLE I: Model parameters of the testbench

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Jm 0.27 ko,eq 22000
Jo,eq 2.6 co,eq 185
Jv 144.5 i1 15.38
reff 0.31 i2 8.33
η 0.92

Units are SI derived(kg, m, s)
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Fig. 6: Overall structure of the gear shift control logic in the inertia phase.

TABLE II: Tuning parameters of Algorithm 1

Symbol Value Symbol Value

N 5 Ṫm,min -500
NIP,step 5 Ṫm,min 500
jerkmax 3 Ṫc2,min -120
jerkmax,2 1 Ṫc2,max 120

ε -2 Ṫm,min1 -40
Tm,min 1 Ṫm,max1 40
Tm,max 70 Ṫc2,min1 -40
Tc2,min 0 Ṫc2,max1 40

vehicle, the initial states have to be estimated using a torque
observer [22]–[26]. However, this paper is focused only on
verifying the performance of the gear shift trajectory. Thus,
the value of the initial states is obtained using the torque
sensors in the testbench experiment. Real-time optimization
of the gear shift trajectory is done through Algorithm 1. The
tuning parameters of the algorithm used in the experiment
are shown in Tab. II. The optimization algorithm generates
the trajectory and feedforward inputs, but using these alone
is not enough to control the actual plant. Disturbances such
as friction and unmodeled dynamics exist in an actual plant.
Since the model is somewhat accurate, the value of the
disturbance is not expected to be large. However, suppose
that only the feedforward control is applied to the actual
plant. In this case, the actual slip value does not exactly
go to zero, especially in the inertia phase, resulting in a
situation in which the gear shift is not completed. At this time,
the clutch is continuously slipping, which generates frictional
energy loss. Thus, it can significantly shorten the life of the
clutch. Therefore, the lower-level controller aims to track slip
trajectory and eliminate the steady-state errors of the slip even
for unmodeled dynamics and disturbances. In the torque phase,
the lower-level controller consists of feedforward control only.
In the inertia phase, the lower-level controller consists of
feedforward and feedback control. The feedforward control
uses the feedforward inputs calculated using the optimization
algorithm. The feedback control consists of a PD controller to
track the slip trajectory accurately in the inertia phase. Thus,
as shown in Fig. 6, the slip controller in the inertia phase uses
both feedforward and feedback control.

There are three experimental scenarios. The first scenario
is a situation in which the gear shift occurs when a constant
driver’s pedal input is applied. It is desired to analyze the shape

of the trajectories generated from the proposed algorithm. It
is for comparison with the conventional gear shift trajectories.
The second scenario is when the driver releases the pedal
during the gear shift. Similarly, the gear shift is performed
using the proposed algorithm, and we would like to analyze
the shape of the trajectories. For the above two scenarios,
we would like to compare the change in the shape of the
trajectories. The third scenario is when the driver presses
the pedal during the gear shift. This scenario is designed to
compare the difference between the proposed algorithm and
the conventional method that did not reflect the pedal input in
real time. For a horizontal comparison, it is set to have the
same gear shift time. We would like to compare the results of
the two methods in terms of drivability and maximum jerk.

B. Experimental results

In the testbench experiment, the maximum computation
time of the optimization algorithm is about 20ms. Thus, it can
sufficiently run at a sampling time of 100ms. Fig. 7 shows the
experimental results for the first scenario. Fig. 7a shows the
speed trajectory and measurements of each component, Fig. 7b
shows the torque trajectoreis and measurements of each com-
ponent, Fig. 7c shows the output shaft torque trajectory and
measurements, and Fig. 7d shows the driver’s desired motor
torque value. The torque phase is from 41.1 to 41.4s, and the
inertia phase is from 41.4 to 42s. The dashed line represents
the reference trajectories from the proposed algorithm. The
solid line shows measured values of the testbench experiments.
In particular, the solid black line in Fig. 7b has higher
frequency components than other measurements. Because of
the location where the torque sensor is installed, the actual Tm

value cannot be measured directly. Therefore, the compensated
value (Tmeasured + Jmω̇m) was plotted to obtain the actual
Tm value. In this process, high-frequency noises are added
from the derivative term of the rotational speed. In addition,
in Fig. 7c, it can be seen that the measured output torque
value oscillates, which is interpreted as oscillation from the
resonance frequency of the testbench. In this scenario, the
driver’s desired torque is constant during the gear shift process
as in the conventional gear shift trajectories. As shown in the
conventional gear shift trajectories of Fig. 2, the motor torque
in the torque phase is constant. On the other hand, Fig. 7 shows
that the motor torque is controlled actively in the torque phase
to alleviate the torque dip phenomenon of the output shaft. In
the inertia phase, the shape of the proposed torque trajectories
are similar to that of the conventional gear shift trajectories.
However, because the optimization with the driveline model
has been performed, the magnitude of reduction of the motor
torque and the timing of recovering the motor torque have
accurate values. The measured clutch and output shaft torque
in each figure does not completely match the trajectories. This
is a limitation of feedforward control. It occurs due to the
difference between the model and the plant. In the case of the
motor torque trajectory, since feedback control is added in the
inertia phase, the measured motor torques are slightly different
from the trajectory. The slip error disappears as time goes by
in Fig. 7a due to the effect of the slip controller. Additionally,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 7: Testbench experiments for scenario 1 : (a) Speed trajectory and measurements of each driveline component. (b) Torque trajectories and measurements
of each driveline component. (c) Output shaft torque trajectory and measurements. (d) Driver’s desired torque.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 8: Testbench experiments for scenario 2 : (a) Speed trajectory and measurements of each driveline component. (b) Torque trajectories and measurements
of each driveline component. (c) Output shaft torque trajectory and measurements. (d) Driver’s desired torque.

in Fig. 7c, the desired output torque value at each gear stage
can be easily obtained by multiplying the gear ratio of each
gear stage according to the pedal input of the driver in the 1st
and 2nd gear situations. A solid red line indicates it in Fig. 7c.
Here, it can be seen that the generated output torque trajectory
is smoothly connected to the desired torque value at the end
of the inertia phase. This result is because the output torque
trajectory was generated considering the pedal input condition.

As a result, it can be seen that a small lockup oscillation occurs
in Fig. 7c.

Fig. 8 shows the experimental results for the second sce-
nario. The torque phase is from 66.05 to 66.35s, and the
inertia phase is from 66.35 to 66.95s. As the driver’s pedal
is released, the desired output torque value at the end of the
gear shift is lowered. It is represented by a solid red line in
Fig. 8c. Since this condition is reflected, it has a very different
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shape from the conventional gear shift trajectory. Fig. 8c has
a smoother output shaft torque trajectory compared to Fig. 7c.
Additionally, it has the advantage that the driver can obtain
the desired torque value immediately after gear shifting. In
other words, it means quick recovery of drivability in the gear
shift process. In addition, it can be seen that a small lockup
oscillation occurs in Fig. 8c. Furthermore, the trajectories
satisfy all of the torque and jerk constraints in Fig. 8b. Due
to the feedback control of the motor in the inertia phase, the
shape of measured motor torque is slightly different from the
trajectory in Fig. 8b.

Fig. 9 shows the experimental results of two cases for
the third scenario. The first case (solid line) is the proposed
algorithm to optimizie gear shift trajectories in real-time. It can
cope with the variation of driver’s pedal input. The second
(dash-single dotted line) is a case for comparison without
considering the change of driver’s pedal input. In the second
case, the driver’s pedal input was applied to the motor torque
after the gear shift process was completed. The measured
values during the testbench experiment are plotted in both
cases. Fig. 9a shows measured slip for both cases, Fig. 9b is
measured torques of each driveline component for both cases,
Fig. 9c shows measured output shaft torque for both cases, and
Fig. 9d represents desired torque of driver for both cases. The
torque phase is from 15.05 to 15.35s, and the inertia phase
is 15.35 to 15.95s. In both cases, the torque limit and jerk
limit conditions are not exceeded during the torque and inertia
phases. However, in the case of the dash-single dotted line in
Fig. 9c, the output torque value at the end of gear shifting
indicates a different value from the desired output torque.
Additional motor torque is suddenly applied after gear shifting
to meet the driver’s demand. Due to this, a large oscillation

occurs in the output shaft torque in the comparison case. On
the other hand, in the case of the solid line, it is controlled
to a similar value with the desired output torque at the end
of the gear shifting. For this reason, the solid line has little
oscillation in Fig. 9c. The maximum jerk values that occurred
in the corresponding period are measured as 0.87m/s3 in the
proposed method and 3.42m/s3 in the comparison method. A
jerk greater than 3m/s3 causes the driver to feel the vibration
to some extent [29], resulting in poor ride comfort in the
comparison case. It is because the gear shift control was
performed in which the driver’s pedal input change was not
reflected in real-time. Thus, the driver feels the jerks after
gear shifting, making the driver uncomfortable. On the other
hand, since the proposed algorithm reflected the driver’s pedal
input in advance, it could provide a comfortable ride feeling
to the driver during the gear shift process. In addition, the
drivability is quickly recovered in the proposed method. In
the case of the proposed method, the desired output torque
could be obtained more than 0.4s faster than the conventional
method during the gear shifting process in this scenario. From
the above experimental results, the proposed trajectory can
obtain fast output torque response (improvement of drivability)
compared to the conventional trajectory when the pedal input
is changed during gear shifting. Also, the proposed trajectory
can provide a comfortable ride because jerk occurs very little
during and after gear shifting. On the other hand, another way
to reduce the oscillation of the comparison case in Fig. 9c is to
increase the motor torque slowly after gear shift. However, in
this case, the time to reach the desired motor torque after gear
shift is increased. Thus, there is an additional loss in terms of
drivability.

Tab. III summarizes the maximum torque and maximum

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 9: Testbench experiments of the proposed algorithm and comparison for scenario 3 : (a) Measured slip for both cases. (b) Measured torques of each
driveline component for both cases. (c) Measured output shaft torque for both cases. (d) Driver’s desired torque for both cases.
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TABLE III: Analysis of the gear shift trajectories for three scenarios

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Tm,cmd,min 1 1 1
Tm,cmd,max 27.0 26.1 37.3
Tc2,cmd,max 23.4 22.1 31.9∣∣∣Ṫm,cmd,max

∣∣∣ 264 237 263∣∣∣Ṫc2,cmd,max

∣∣∣ 120 120 120

jerkmax 0.46 0.38 0.55

torque rate of the gear shift trajectories for the above three
scenarios. In Tab. III, it can be seen that the proposed gear
shift trajectories always satisfy the constraint conditions. In
particular, the minimum value of motor torque and the maxi-
mum value of the clutch 2 torque rate stay at the bound of the
constraints at some point. If we generate gear shift trajectories
that do not consider constraints, there will inevitably be a
problem of exceeding the constraints. In this case, the gear
shift trajectories are generated that the lower-level controller
cannot track. This shows why the gear shift trajectory must be
made considering the lower-level controller limits. In addition,
it is verified that the proposed optimization algorithm can
respond to various situations in real-time such as scenarios
1, 2, and 3.

V. CONCLUSION

A real-time optimization algorithm for a gear shift trajec-
tory using quadratic programming in electric vehicles was
proposed. The driveline model and lower-level controller are
arranged in a state-space form for each gear shift process. The
trajectories with less shift shock while considering lower-level
controller bandwidth were generated by setting the frequency-
shaped jerk as an objective function. In addition, equality
constraints were set for smooth model changes during the
gear shift process. By setting the driver’s pedal input as
a boundary condition of the inertia phase, the drivability
was recovered immediately after gear shift. Moreover, the
maximum jerk and torque limit constraints were expressed
as inequality constraints. Since the model and constraints are
linear, the problem could be solved in real-time using quadratic
programming. A real-time algorithm for generating a gear shift
trajectory and feedforward input using the optimal solution
was presented. Its real-time operation and performance were
verified through testbench experiments. The results of this
paper can be utilized to generate gear shift trajectories in
various gear shift situations. In addition, different shapes
of gear shift trajectories can be generated by changing the
objective function. It is expected to be adopted to other
gear shift logics in combination with the existing lower-level
controller. Moreover, it can be easily extended to generate gear
shift trajectories in parallel hybrid vehicles with DCT.
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VI. APPENDIX

A. Matrices of (11)

A1 = ATP =



0 0 −(i1−i2)

(Jmi21+Jo,eq)η
(i1−i2)i1

(Jmi21+Jo,eq)
0 −(i1−i2)

2

(Jmi21+Jo,eq)
0 0

0 0 −
(

1

(Jmi21+Jo,eq)η
+ 1

Jv

)
i1

(Jmi21+Jo,eq)
0 −(i1−i2)

(Jmi21+Jo,eq)
0 1

Jv

0 ko,eq −co,eq
(

1

(Jmi21+Jo,eq)η
+ 1

Jv

)
co,eqi1

(Jmi21+Jo,eq)
0

−co,eq(i1−i2)

(Jmi21+Jo,eq)
0

co,eq
Jv

0 0 0 −a1 a1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −a2 a2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



AIP =



0 0 i2
Jo,eqη

1
Jm

0 −
(

1
Jm

+
i22

Jo,eq

)
0 0

0 0 −
(

1
Jo,eqη

+ 1
Jv

)
0 0 i2

Jo,eq
0 1

Jv

0 ko,eq −co,eq
(

1
Jo,eqη

+ 1
Jv

)
0 0

co,eqi2
Jo,eq

0
co,eq
Jv

0 0 0 −a1 a1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −a2 a2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



A2 =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −
(

1

(Jmi22+Jo,eq)η
+ 1

Jv

)
i2

(Jmi22+Jo,eq)
0 0 0 1

Jv

0 ko,eq −co,eq
(

1

(Jmi22+Jo,eq)η
+ 1

Jv

)
co,eqi2

(Jmi22+Jo,eq)
0 0 0

co,eq
Jv

0 0 0 −a1 a1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −a2 a2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


, BTP = BIP =



0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
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